Oprating KATO SoundBOX by DCC controller
Hacking communicatin specification
The KATO SoundBOX has a communication port.
You can connect the optional KATO smart controller
to this terminal and operate the sound box from
your smartphone. The communication specification
of this terminal is not officially published by KATO,
but a program that Fujigaya analyzed it by himself.
We can operate from Arduino with his information
on his blog.

Operation of KATO SoudBox with DSair2

KATO SOUND BOX

SoundBox Hack Decoder
Fujigaya operats the KATO sound box from
Desktop Staion Software *2 of PC via USB serial,
using Arduino. I thought it would be interesting to
convert this system to a dcc decoder and operate
from dcc controller. I made a SoundBox Hack
Decoder , Arduino Nano and additional circuit.

With DSair2 *3 which supplied by Desktop Station, you can do the same operation as a
normal DCC from your smartphone or tablet via this decoder. This is only compatible with
the KATO smart controller, but if you use the DS88 S88 model train detection function and
programming function (EduPla or DSBasic), you can perform automatic operation using the
sound box. It's fun to see the loco make an automatic round trip with sound of the whistle.
The sound output terminal of the KATO sound box is connected to the Bluetooth audio
transmitter, and the sound coms out of the speaker on the freight car equipped with the
Bluetooth receiver.
Although locomotives are non dcc, you can hear blast sounds and whistles from the freight
car speakers as if they were equipped with a dcc sound decoder.
The vehicle position is detected using the s88 Detector developed by Fujigaya. The S88
Detector is connected to DSair2.
*3 https://desktopstation.net/wiki/doku.php/dsair2_ukeng (English)
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*1 https://fujigaya2.blog.ss-blog.jp/2018-10-27-4 (japanese)
*2 https://desktopstation.net/wiki/doku.php/desktop_station_software (japanese)
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Fujigaya distributs the circuit board of SoundBox
Hack Decoder. It's easy to use. Aruduino Sketch for this
Hack decorder is open software.
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